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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259870.htm Toss(3次)1. She ____through

the pages of a magazine, not really concentrating on them. (03/9)A)

tumbled B) tossed C) switched D) flipped2. Under the guidance of

their teacher, the pupils are building a model boat _______ by

steam.(00/1)A) towed B) pressed C) tossed D) propelled3. During

the construction of skyscrapers, cranes are used to ______ building

materials to the upper floors. (99/1)A) toss B) tow C) hoist D)

hurlTransfer(3次)1. We find that some birds _______ twice a year

between hot and cold countries. (02/12)A) transfer B) commute C)

migrate D) emigrate2. There is much I enjoy about the changing

seasons, but my favorite time is the ______ fromfall to winter.

(00/6)A) transmission B) transformation C) transition D) transfer 3.

If you want to get into that tunnel, you first have to _______ away all

the rocks. (00/1)A) haul B) transfer C) repel D) disposeTwist(3次)1.

Without any hesitation, she took off her shoes, __up her skirt and

splashed across the stream. (05/12)A) twisted B) tucked C) curled

D)revolved2. Years after the accident he was still ________ by

images of death and destruction. (04/6)A) twisted B) dipped C)

haunted D) submerged 3. He raised his eyebrows and stuck his head

forward and _______ it in a single nod, a gesture boys used then for

O.K. when they were pleased. (02/12)A) shrugged B) tugged C)

jerked D) twistedScratch(2次)1. He ______ his head, wondering

how to solve the problem. (01/1)A) scrapped B) screwed C) scraped



D) scratched2. The wings of the bird still ______ after it had been

shot down. (00/6)A) slapped B) scratched C) flapped D)

fluctuatedShrink(2次)1. Grain production in the world is _____ but

still millions go hungry. (02/6)A) staggering B) shrinking C) soaring

D) suspending 2. In our highly technological society, the number of

jobs for unskilled worker is ______.(99/1)A) shrinking B) obscuring

C) altering D) constrainingRevelation(2次)1. As you have seen, the

values of a nations currency is a ______ of its economy. (99/6)A)

reaction B) reflection C) response D) revelation2. The changing

image of the family on television provides ______ into changing

attitudestoward the family in society. (99/1)A) insights B)

presentation C) revelations D) specificationsAbnormal(2次)1.

Cancer is a group of diseases in which there is uncontrolled and

disordered growth of ____ cells. (05/12)A) controversial B)

abnormal C) inferior D)irrelevant2. His body temperature has been

_____ for 3 days, the highest point reaching 40.5 degree centigrade.

(98/1)A) uncommon B) disordered C) abnormal D)

extraordinaryAdvocate(2次)1. The suspect ______ that he had not

been in the neighbourhood at the time of the crime. (00/6)A)

advocated B) alleged C) addressed D) announced2. There are not

many teachers who are strong ______ of traditional methods in

English teaching. (97/1)A) sponsors B) contributors C) advocates
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